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Foreword 

By Martha Wilkinson 

 

Social Enterprises are an increasingly vital piece in the jigsaw of our local 

economy in Devon, Plymouth, Somerset and Torbay. They offer an 

approach to business which looks not only to their own sustainability 

but also to another bottom line: that of bringing social benefits through 

entrepreneurial activity and income generation. Like any other business 

they are local wealth generators and employers and often use more of 

their spending power locally, bringing extra value, as well as harnessing 

the extraordinary resources of local volunteers. As such they hold a key 

to addressing some of our more entrenched social issues such as how to care for those in 

need, find innovative environmental solutions or offer a valuable route towards employment.  

 

This report was commissioned on behalf of the Social Enterprise Special Interest Group to 

give us a better understanding of the scale and scope of social enterprises in the Heart of the 

South West Local Enterprise Partnership (HotSW LEP) area, partly as a response to the lack of 

comprehensive and locally verifiable data on this sector. It is a useful local benchmark of what 

this predominantly young and growing sector looks like now, and the very many opportunities 

it represents in bringing innovative approaches to the delivery of products and services. 

 

This report makes clear that social economy approaches do not sit within one domain but 

instead cover a spectrum of organisational types, sizes and industries: the key differentiators 

are the drivers for operating and the impact they achieve. We already know from research 

carried out by Social Enterprise UK that social enterprises are robust in the face of adversity, 

continuing to thrive throughout the recent recession, and have higher survival rates than 

other SMEs. This report shows that the emerging sector needs support and the opportunity 

to grow, which will ultimately involve greater cross-sector working, improved impact 

measurement and a variety of financing options. The picture shown here will be used to 

inform the work we want to undertake to develop our social enterprises further, blending the 

support common to all businesses with that which is specific to their needs, structures and 

social purposes. 

 

I am grateful to the Wavehill team for their work in preparing this report, the Social Enterprise 

Special Interest Group and the LEP team members and Directors who continue to champion 

the role of the social economy within our wider business community. Finally, thanks are due 

to the very many organisations which contributed to the survey and encouraged others to 

participate and those who took the time to tell us about their work.  

This is only the start of that journey of fully understanding the contribution of these 

businesses and the sector’s wider needs. More work will be done over the coming months 
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and years to refine and build upon the learning contained here to enable local social 

enterprises to thrive.   

 

Martha Wilkinson 

Non-executive Director of the Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership  

Chief Executive of Devon Community Foundation 
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Executive summary 
 

Introduction 

 
A social enterprise can be broadly defined as a trading organisation with primarily social 

objectives. The social enterprise sector can simultaneously deliver economic growth, jobs and 

a positive social impact.  The Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership (HotSW 

LEP) has commissioned this research through its Social Enterprise Special Interest Group. The 

research provides the first estimates of the size of the social enterprise sector in the LEP area 

and uses survey findings to offer a description of social enterprises in the South West.   

 

Methodology 

 
The research drew on the support of many partner organisations that held small local contact 

lists for social enterprises. Based on the combined number of social enterprises on these lists 

and the number of registered Community Interest Companies in the region, an estimate for 

the number of social enterprises in the LEP area has been made.  

 

A questionnaire was developed and responses were received by representatives from 362 

organisations through online submissions and telephone interviews. Amongst other findings, 

the survey results allow for estimates of the value, number of employees and number of 

volunteers in the sector to be made.  

 

Key Findings 

 
 There are an estimated 1,090 social enterprises in the HotSW LEP area. Comparable 

studies estimated that there were 600 social enterprises in the West of England LEP area1 

and 1,470 social enterprises throughout Wales.2 

 

 The combined turnover of these social enterprises is estimated to be £1.5billion. For 

reference, the turnover of the social enterprise sector in the West of England LEP area is 

estimated at £378million3 and social enterprises throughout Wales is estimated to have 

a combined turnover of £1.7billion.4 

                                                      
1 Social Enterprise Works, 2013, Mapping the Social Enterprise Sector in the West of England 
2 Wales Co-operative Centre, 2015, ‘Social Businesses in Wales: The State of the Sector’ 
 
3 Social Enterprise Works, 2013, Mapping the Social Enterprise Sector in the West of England 
4 Wales Co-operative Centre, 2015, ‘Social Businesses in Wales: The State of the Sector’ 
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 The economic output of the social enterprise sector (Gross Value Added) in the HotSW 

area is estimated to be £494million. 

 

 The number of people employed in the social enterprise sector in the HotSW LEP area is 

estimated to be 32,700. For reference, the West of England LEP area is estimated to 

provide 10,333 jobs5 whilst social enterprises throughout Wales are estimated to employ 

38,000 people.6 

 

 There are also an estimated additional 34,880 volunteers engaged in the sector in the 

HotSW LEP area. 

 

 The typical social enterprise is five years old 

 

 Social enterprises are involved in a wide range of activities, including7:  

 Education (43%) 

 Culture and leisure (29%) 

 Social care and community services (21%) 

 Health and care (20%) 

 Employment and skills (18%) 

 Business support and consultancy (15%) 

 Environmental services (12%) 

 

 The social missions of social enterprises include8: 

 Improving health and wellbeing (49%) 

 Improving a particular community (46%) 

 Supporting vulnerable people (44%) 

 Creating employment opportunities (32%) 

 Promoting education and literacy (32%) 

 

 Around half (49%) of social enterprises measure their social value. 

 

 Over half of the social enterprises are estimated to make more than 75% of their turnover 

from trading activities, and two-thirds are estimated to make over 50% of their turnover 

from trade. 

 

                                                      
5 Social Enterprise Works, 2013, Mapping the Social Enterprise Sector in the West of England 
6 Wales Co-operative Centre, 2015, ‘Social Businesses in Wales: The State of the Sector’ 
 
7 Social enterprises may be involved in more than one area of activity 
8 Social enterprises may have more than one social mission 
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 70% of social enterprises trade with the general public. 

 

 Around half (51%) of social enterprises experienced an increase in turnover in the last 12 

months, with a further 33% experiencing no change in turnover. 

 

 57% of social enterprises in the Heart of the South West LEP area expect turnover to 

increase in the next 12 months and just 7% expect a decrease. 

 

 Over the next two to three years: 

 80% of social enterprises plan to launch new products or services 

 72% of social enterprises plan to increase the skills of their workforce 

 66% of social enterprises plan to enter new markets 

 

 Social enterprises report that they would benefit from support in: 

 Marketing and communications (75%) 

 Measuring social value (75%) 

 Accessing external finance (74%) 

 Developing and introducing new products or services (72%)  

 Entering new markets (68%) 
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Conclusion 

 
In summary, the research confirms the understanding of the Social Enterprise Special Interest 

Group that the Heart of the South West area has a vibrant social enterprise sector. The sector 

makes a sizable economic contribution to the region, and the estimates made in this work can 

serve as a baseline for future research. The concentration of economic value within a small 

number of large organisations is notable, though these social enterprises may not be 

representative of the range of industries social enterprises are involved in or the dynamism 

of the sector (in terms of the age and growth trajectories). From a policy perspective, social 

enterprises have a role beyond their economic value, particularly in the way in which they can 

supplement public services. Social enterprises are particularly well represented in people-

orientated work such as education, culture and leisure, health and social care, and 

employment and skills.  This research highlights both of these characteristics, describing a 

diverse, young and growing sector which works towards social outcomes in an economically 

sustainable way. The report ends by highlighting some points for further consideration. 

Although not a policy document, the report suggests six points for further consideration: 

  

1. Include a social enterprise question(s) on LEP wide business surveys 

2. Maximise the benefits of volunteering  

3. Offer support tailored to the size of the organisation 

4. Assist social enterprises in measuring their social value 

5. Compile a database of social enterprises 

6. Promote the sector 
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1 Introduction 

Social enterprises are businesses trading with a social or environmental purpose. Rather than 

aiming to maximise profit for shareholders and owners they aim to generate profit to further 

their social and environmental purpose(s). This paper reports the findings of the first Social 

Enterprise Sector Survey across the Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership 

(HotSW LEP) area. An initial estimate of the size of the sector is made and the activities of 

social enterprises within the region are described.  

 

This research was commissioned by Devon County Council on behalf of the HotSW LEP Special 

Interest Group on Social Enterprise. The objectives of the work were: 

 

 To better understand the size, scale and nature of the Social Enterprise Sector in the 

Heart of the South West geography as well as its impact and potential.  

 To inform policy and decision-making by the HotSW Local Enterprise Partnership and 

constituent bodies and partner organisations in respect of supporting the growth and 

development of the Social Enterprise Sector.  

 To have a clear point-in-time dataset and methodology for capturing the Social Enterprise 

Sector, supported by all key stakeholders and able to be used in the future to ascertain 

an updated picture of the sector.  

 

The primary audience for this research is the Heart of the South West Local Enterprise 

Partnership Special Interest Group on Social Enterprise and the overarching LEP Board. 

However, the research is likely to be of interest more widely, not least to the social enterprises 

themselves, the Social Enterprise Networks and Councils that support them, and the 

constituent local authorities within the Heart of the South West area. The findings also 

contribute to the national picture as a number of regional studies are now being undertaken 

which together offer a different perspective of the sector throughout the UK than the national 

studies.  
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1.1 Context to the research     

The term ‘social enterprise’ can be usefully understood to mean businesses trading with a 

social and environmental purpose, though formulating a formal definition has proved 

challenging and different studies tend to use slightly different definitions. From a policy 

perspective, there is now a growing acceptance that there is little to be gained from 

employing a strict narrow definition; part of the value of the social enterprise movement is 

that it can encourage transformation within organisations. For example, a commercial 

enterprise may slowly develop social objectives out of its initial sense of corporate 

responsibility and may eventually change its constitution to reflect this. Similarly, a charity 

may start to subsidize donations through limited trade before becoming a more self-sufficient 

commercial enterprise over time in support of its social objectives. This study therefore takes 

an inclusive approach (described in the next chapter) which aims to incorporate the full range 

of social enterprises as visualized below. 

 

Figure 1.1: The spectrum of social enterprises 

9 

Source: Financing Civil Society: A Practitioner’s Guide to the Social Investment Market (2008) 

 

The social enterprise sector has attracted a lot of attention as it is a sector that can 

simultaneously deliver economic growth and jobs, often in more disadvantaged areas, and 

also deliver positive social impact. The sector finds itself in the fortunate position of being 

supported by both sides of the political spectrum through its perceived ability to both deliver 

public services at a time in which the state is contracting and as a means to encourage 

enterprise to be undertaken with a greater social conscience, potentially leading to a more 

compassionate form of capitalism. There are signs that UK policy, pending resolutions of some 

EU level issues, will eventually follow the direction taken in the US, where support for the 

sector has created a highly favourable environment for social enterprises.  

                                                      
9 Note that circle 7 on the spectrum relates to a conventional business. Social enterprises are typically 
commercial in nature but with a heightened sense of social purpose / responsibility. 
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LEPs look set to play an important role in the development of the sector and the HotSW LEP 

has a Social Enterprise Special Interest Group to provide advice and comment to the LEP board 

on issues that affect social enterprises. Although the Group felt that the South West had a 

particularly strong social economy, it lacked a strong evidence base on which to make 

informed policy recommendations. Similarly, the EU funded SEEING project (Social Economy 

Enterprise for Innovation & Growth) which reported in February 2014, found that, “Despite 

the work of SEEING and other champions in the region, there is still much to be understood 

about the scale of the social enterprise sector, its geographic spread and the kinds of activities 

in which it engages. If it is to provide a more significant role in delivering public services, there 

is a pressing need to understand where the gaps are and how they could be filled.”10 

 

Geographically, The Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership covers the counties 

of Devon and Somerset, including Plymouth and Torbay. 

 

Figure1.2: Geographical boundary of the Heart of the South West LEP area 

 
 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
10 The Seeing Project, 2014, Final Legacy Report 
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Table 1.1: Selected statistics for the HotSW LEP area11 

 

 

 

  

                                                      
11 Accessed through Nomis (ONS) on January 2016 

HotSW LEP

Total population 1,701,400

Economically Active % 80.7

Jobs Density 0.81

Jobs by Industry

Primary Services (A-B: Agriculture And Mining) 2,000

Energy And Water (D-E) 8,100

Manufacturing (C) 68,800

Construction (F) 33,600

Services (G-S) 567,800

Wholesale And Retail, Including Motor Trades (G) 117,900

Transport Storage (H) 24,000

Accomodation And Food Services(I) 63,800

Information And Communication (J) 15,000

Financial And Other Business Services(K-N) 102,500

Public Admin, Education And Health (O-Q) 215,200

Other Services (R-S) 29,300

Business Counts

Micro (0 To 9) 61,470

Small (10 To 49) 6,585

Medium (50 To 249) 950

Large (250+) 180

Total 69,185
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2 Methodology 

A questionnaire was developed in the summer of 2015 with the input and approval of 

members of the Special Interest Group for Social Enterprise. The questionnaire was purposely 

kept short to maximize response but included sections on turnover, objectives, plans and 

activities, and employees and leadership.  

 

As there is currently no LEP-wide directory of social enterprises that could be used as a 

sampling frame, the research drew on the support of many organisations that held small local 

contact lists for social enterprises. Many of these organisations had links to the Special 

Interest Group for Social Enterprise. These partner organisations helped to disseminate the 

questionnaire in two ways:  

  

Firstly, the partner organisations were asked to circulate a link to the online survey to social 

enterprises for which they had email addresses and to promote it through their websites and 

newsletters. Promotional material such as an email copy and articles were made available to 

these organisations for this purpose. An example of one of the articles developed to promote 

the research is shown below. 

 

Figure 2.1: Promotional Article for the Survey 
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Secondly, partner organisations were asked, if their data privacy agreements allowed, to 

contribute to a temporary directory to allow researchers to follow up on non-responders 

either through sending further emails or by making telephone calls.  

 

Subsequently, surveys were completed both through online submissions and telephone 

interviews. This approach yielded a good sample size of 362 successfully completed surveys.  

 

The research is indebted to all the organisations which helped to promote the research, 

including: 

 

 Community Council of Devon (Devon Communities Together) 

 Community Council of Somerset 

 DeVA (Association of Devon’s Voluntary Services) 

 Devon Community Foundation 

 Devon County Council 

 Exeter Social Enterprise Network (ESSENCE) 

 North Devon Social Enterprise Network (SEND) 

 Plymouth Social Enterprise Network 

 Real Devon & Making It Local 

 School for Social Entrepreneurs Dartington (Dartington Hall Trust) 

 Social Enterprise Mark 

 Social Enterprise Unit at Northampton University 

 Somerset Community Foundation 

 Somerset Co-operative Service 

 Somerset Social Enterprise Network (Cascade) 

 South Hams CVS 

 South West Forum 

 Torbay Community Development Trust 

 Torbay Social Enterprise Network 

 

As this research has necessarily relied on these organisations to identify and make contact 

with social enterprises in the region, this research has focused on the active social enterprise 

community. That is, those organisations who feature on the contact lists of Social Enterprise 

Networks, Councils and other local umbrella organisations. There are likely to be businesses 

in the region that lie outside of this community, and may not recognise the term ‘social 

enterprise’, but that do have some social objectives. The limitations of this approach to 

sampling and methods applied to estimating the total number of social enterprises is 

discussed in detail in Section 4. 
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3 Geographic spread of the sample  

The organisations surveyed were asked to provide a postcode. When plotted, the postcode 

data shows that the sample has achieved a good spread of organisations throughout the 

HotSW LEP area.  

 

Figure 3.1: Map of sampled organisations based on given postcode 

 
 

All of the organisations in the sample reported that they operated or traded within the Devon, 

Plymouth, Somerset, and Torbay local authority areas, suggesting that the sample is 

appropriately aligned to the HotSW LEP geography, although some organisations may have 

their head offices outside of the LEP boundary. 

 

Whilst many of the organisations in the sample were local and operated within a specific 

neighbourhood, others spanned local authority areas or were national in scope.  
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Table 3.1: Geographic reach or organisations in the sample12 

 
 

With some organisations spanning local authority areas, attributing organisations to local 

authorities is an inexact science. However, based on the areas in which the organisations 

reported that they trade, Somerset appears to be particularly well represented. Although this 

high figure may indicate some bias in the sample, it also appears that Somerset benefits from 

a spill over effect from the known concentration of social enterprises around Bristol.  

 

Table 3.2: Survey responses by local authority area 

 
 

Table 3.3: Survey responses by Somerset districts 

 
 

 

                                                      
12 In the tables ‘n’ refers to the number of organisations from the sample 

Does your organisation operate and 

trade: n %

Locally - within a specific neighbourhood or postcode area/s116 32%

Within a Local Authority Area 87 24%

Regionally - across the South West  89 25%

Nationally, within England 11 3%

Nationally, across the UK 26 7%

Internationally 31 9%

Grand Total 360 100%

Which of the following Local Authority Areas do you operate and 

trade in? n %

Devon 139 38%

Somerset 251 69%

Plymouth 101 28%

Torbay 81 22%

Total organisations in sample 362 100%

Which of the following Somerset districts do you operate and trade 

in? n %

Mendip 78 31%

Sedgemoor 65 26%

South Somerset 81 32%

Taunton Deane 84 33%

West Somerset 76 30%

Total organisations in sample operating in Somerset 251 100%
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Table 3.4: Survey responses by Devon districts 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Which of the following Devon districts do you operate and trade in? n %

East Devon 111 80%

Exeter 118 85%

Mid Devon 97 70%

North Devon 91 65%

South Hams 119 86%

Teignbridge 98 71%

Torridge 70 50%

West Devon 88 63%

Total organisation in sample operating in Devon 139 100%
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4 The number of social enterprises  

4.1 Identifying social enterprises 

Although the survey was disseminated using lists and channels associated with social 

enterprises, there could be no guarantee that every organisation that completed the survey 

was a social enterprise. For this reason, a question was included in the survey which 

attempted to identify whether the organisation could reasonably be considered a social 

enterprise (see Technical Annex for further discussion). 

 

The following definition was provided in the survey: 

 

 
 

Respondents could then choose whether their organisation conformed to the definition; 

whether they didn’t conform to the definition but still considered themselves a social 

enterprise; or whether they weren’t a social enterprise. The table below shows the responses: 

 

Table 4.1: Responses to social enterprise identification question 

 
 

Taking an inclusive view, this research considers organisations which fall into either of the top 

two categories as a social enterprise. Although organisations which fall into the remaining 

categories might arguably be taking their initial steps on the journey to becoming a social 

enterprise, there does not seem to be sufficient reason to currently classify them as social 

enterprises. From the sample of 362 organisations, 308 (85%) are taken to be social 

enterprises.  

 

  

Does the statement above accurately describe your organisation? n %

Yes (Social Enterprise according to the defintion) 267 74%

No, but I still consider my organisation as a Social Enterprise 41 11%

No, but I consider my organisation part of the social economy 36 10%

No/Not yet 18 5%

Grand Total 362 100%

A social enterprise can be broadly defined as..........‘a trading organisation with primarily 
social objectives’  
Does the statement above accurately describe your organisation? 
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4.2 Estimating the total number of social enterprises 

The sample does not in itself provide an estimate of the number of social enterprises in the 

sector. Sector estimates can be made in different ways. If a comprehensive directory exists, 

then this can be taken to represent the ‘known universe’ of social enterprises. For example, 

there are estimated to be 1,470 social enterprises in Wales13 because this is the number of 

organisations on the Wales Co-operative Centre’s database of social enterprises.   

 

Although no similar directory is available for the HotSW LEP area, it is possible to 

retrospectively construct a ‘sampling frame’14 to give an idea of how large such a directory 

may be. This can be done by adding the number of completed surveys to the number of 

known ‘non-responders’. Non-responders in this case are the organisations which appeared 

on the contact list compiled for the research but did not complete the survey. It is important 

to keep in mind that not all of these non-responders would have been social enterprises, 

although in the absence of further information about these organisations it is difficult to judge 

whether they are in fact social enterprises or whether they would identify as such. Assuming 

that both the sample and the non-responders contain similar proportions of social enterprises 

(85%), it is estimated that had all the organisations on the contact lists completed the survey, 

there would have been 1,017 social enterprises represented.  

 

This figure theoretically represents the total number of unique organisations which are active 

within the social enterprise community (i.e. which appear on distribution lists of social 

enterprise networks etc.) In reality, the contact list constructed is known to be incomplete. 

Data privacy issues prevented some partner organisations from contributing their contact lists 

to the study and there are specific examples of known social enterprises which did not appear 

on this list. This figure of 1,017 is therefore likely to be conservative. 

 

Another way to make an estimate would be to start with the number of registered Community 

Interest Companies (CICs) in the region. Community Interest Company is a legal status 

designed with social enterprises in mind. Data from Companies House suggests there are ~500 

CICs currently active within the HotSW geography. But it is known that the CIC category is by 

no means comprehensive of all social enterprises. The sample data indicates that CICs account 

for 43% of the sector. This would suggest that the total size of the sector (i.e. including the 

57% of social enterprises which are not CICs) is ~1163. This is reassuringly of the same order 

of magnitude as the estimate of 1,017 made on the basis of the sampling frame.  

As the sampling frame (1,017) is known to be incomplete, the true number of social 

enterprises is likely to be at least some distance towards the higher figure (1,163) calculated 

                                                      
13 Wales Co-operative Centre, 2015, ‘Social Businesses in Wales: The State of the Sector’ 
 
14 A sampling frame is a list of all the organisations which could, theoretically, be in the sample (i.e. that could 
have taken the survey) 
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on the basis of the number of CICs in the area and their propensity in the sample. Whilst it is 

unclear how to weight the relative merits of these two sources of information, the midpoint 

of 1,090 between these two figures represents a defensible initial estimate. Importantly, it 

also passes the ‘sense-check’ when compared to other regional estimates. As mentioned, 

there are an estimated 1,470 social enterprises in Wales, whereas research in the West of 

England estimated that there were 600 social enterprises in that LEP area.15 Taking into 

account differences in geographies, a figure of 1,090 for the HotSW LEP area seems 

proportional. A further discussion of this estimate in light of benchmarks can be found in the 

Technical Annex. 

 

For context, there are 69,185 businesses in the HotSW LEP area16, implying that the 1,090 

social enterprises account for 1.58% of businesses in the region. 

 

1090 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                      
15 Social Enterprise Works, 2013, Mapping the Social Enterprise Sector in the West of England 
16 Accessed through Nomis (ONS) on January 2016 

The estimated number of social enterprises in the 
Heart of the South West LEP area 
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5 The value of the sector 

The value of the sector can be estimated by applying the estimated turnover distribution of 

the sector to the estimated number of organisations. The surveyed organisations were asked 

to report their annual turnover and the turnover distribution is given below for those 

organisations identified in the sample as social enterprises. As is often the case with turnover, 

the distribution is highly skewed with a small number of social enterprises reporting 

particularly large turnover figures.  

 

Table 5.1: Turnover distribution from sample data 

 
 

These figures can be compared to the estimated turnover distributions for social enterprises 

in the West of England LEP area, Wales and UK wide estimates made by Social Enterprise UK 

(SEUK). Allowing for the different bandings used the estimated turnover distribution in the 

HotSW LEP, the West of England LEP and Wales appear approximately consistent.  

 

There is some difference when compared to the UK estimates from SEUK. These national 

estimates imply a greater proportion of organisations in the middle to upper income bands 

of £250k to £5m and fewer within the lower bands. There are two possible reasons for this. 

The first is that the SEUK figures are likely to be slightly London-centric, and the second is that 

the SEUK sampling frame is particularly reliant on organisations which have been identified 

through business surveys (see Technical Annex).  

 

 

 

 

What is your annual turnover? n %

£0 - £10,000 60 20%

£10,001 - £50,000 77 25%

£50,001 - £100,000 47 16%

£100,001 - £250,000 51 17%

£250,001 - £500,000 23 8%

£500,001 - £1million 17 6%

More than £1million up to £5million 14 5%

More than £5million up to £10million 5 2%

More than £10million up to £20million 5 2%

More than £20million 4 1%

Grand Total 303 100%
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Table 5.2: Estimated turnover distribution compared to benchmarks 

 
*West of England LEP figures estimated from report graphic (Social Enterprise Works, 2013) 

 

In order to apply the turnover distribution to the estimated number of organisations within 

the sector it is necessary to calculate a midpoint for each of the turnover bands. This poses a 

problem in the final highest category as there is no upper limit. For this reason organisations 

within this bracket were asked to supply a more exact figure. The average turnover for the 

organisations in this top bracket, which includes healthcare providers and housing 

associations, is £54,100,000 and so this figure is used in place of a midpoint.  

 

Note that large national chains such as the Co-operative Group and John Lewis have been 

excluded despite having a presence in the South West. The outlets of these two organisations 

alone within the South West would be expected to account for approximately £1.5billion of 

turnover, which would clearly inflate the estimated value of the sector considerably were they 

included. Whilst there is an argument for including such organisations, as they employ local 

people and to some extent support local suppliers, these organisations largely stand outside 

of the regional context, being unlikely to engage with regional support networks or policy 

makers at the LEP level, for example.   

 

Applying the estimated turnover distribution to the estimated number of organisations in the 

sector suggests a combined turnover of £1,465,330,958, as shown below. For reference, the 

turnover of the social enterprise sector in the West of England LEP area is estimated at 

£378million17 and social enterprises throughout Wales are estimated to have a combined 

turnover of £1.7billion.18 

                                                      
17 Social Enterprise Works, 2013, Mapping the Social Enterprise Sector in the West of England 
18 Wales Co-operative Centre, 2015, ‘Social Businesses in Wales: The State of the Sector’ 

Estimated annual turnover

HotSW LEP %

West of 

England LEP 

%*

Wales % SEUK %

£0 - £10,000 20% 13%

£10,001 - £50,000 25% 19%

£50,001 - £100,000 16% 14% 15%

£100,001 - £250,000 17% 11% 22% 17%

£250,001 - £500,000 8% 14% 8%

£500,001 - £1million 6% 4%

More than £1million up to £5million 5% 6% 10%

More than £5million up to £10million 2% 2%

More than £10million up to £20million 2%

More than £20million 1%

Grand Total 100% 100% 100% 100%

57%

18%

43%

3%

20%

6%
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Table 5.3: Estimated combined turnover for the social enterprise sector in the HotSW LEP 

area, broken down by turnover band19 

 
 

Note that over half of the value of the sector is thought to be generated from a small number 

of organisations in the top turnover band. A note of caution must be sounded here as the 

estimated midpoint for this band is based on the survey responses of just five organisations. 

Sample error could therefore be high within this group which would substantially impact the 

estimated value of the sector. Whilst the sample data represents the most reliable evidence 

to hand, a mapping exercise focusing on these high value organisations would be worthwhile.  

 

The value of a sector to the economy is often estimated through Gross Value Added (GVA). 

GVA deducts the intermediate consumption necessary for the operation of the businesses 

and tries to isolate the added value of the sector (i.e. the portion of turnover which can be 

used to pay wages, taxes and dividends).  Although there is no recognised Gross Value Added 

to turnover ratio specifically for social enterprises, BMG applied a ratio of 0.337:120 (derived 

from the 2011 Annual Business Survey) in their frequently cited work (Cabinet Office/BMG, 

2013, Social Enterprise: Market Trends). Applying this ratio provides an estimate of 

£493,816,533 for the GVA of all social enterprises in the HotSW LEP area. 
  

                                                      
 
19 The estimated number of organisations is displayed to whole numbers, though the Total Value column is 
calculated before pre-rounding  
20 BMG, 2013, Social Enterprise: Market Trends, Cabinet Office 

Turnover band  Midpoint 

Estimated 

number of 

organisations 

(N) Total Value

£0 - £10,000 5,000.0£               216 1,079,208£          

£10,001 - £50,000 30,000.5£             277 8,310,039£          

£50,001 - £100,000 75,000.5£             169 12,680,778£        

£100,001 - £250,000 175,000.5£           183 32,106,527£        

£250,001 - £500,000 375,000.5£           83 31,027,269£        

£500,001 - £1million 750,000.5£           61 45,866,367£        

More than £1million up to £5million 3,000,000.5£       50 151,089,134£     

More than £5million up to £10million 7,500,000.5£       18 134,900,999£     

More than £10million up to £20million 15,000,000.5£     18 269,801,989£     

More than £20million 54,100,000.0£     14 778,468,647£     

Grand Total 1090 1,465,330,958£  
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To offer some context, the total output (GVA) from all industries within the HotSW LEP area 

is reported at ~£30.5billion,21 implying that social enterprises, as defined in this study,22 

account for 1.62% of the regions output.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
21 £30,540million. Heart of the South West (2015) [Online]. Available at http://www.heartofswlep.co.uk/key-
stats. Accessed March 2016 
22 This study excludes the output of large national chains which operate in the region, such as the Co-operative 
Group and John Lewis 

£1.5billion 

£494million 
The estimated output of (GVA) for all social enterprises in the 
Heart of the South West LEP area 

The estimated combined turnover of social enterprises in the 
Heart of the South West LEP area 

http://www.heartofswlep.co.uk/key-stats
http://www.heartofswlep.co.uk/key-stats
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6 People 

As has been seen when looking at turnover figures, the size of social enterprises can be highly 

variable. This is again underlined when looking at the number of paid employees the social 

enterprises have.  

 

Table 6.1: Statistics describing employee numbers, based on the sample data 

 
 
 

Whilst the ‘typical’ social enterprise in the Heart of the South West has only two employees 

(this is the median) the arithmetic average (i.e. the mean) shows that there are 30 employees 

per organisation. The average number of employees is therefore heavily skewed by a 

relatively small number of organisations employing large numbers of people. On the basis of 

this arithmetic average, the total number of people employed by the sector in the LEP area is 

estimated at 32,700. For reference, the West of England LEP area is estimated to provide 

10,333 jobs23 whilst social enterprises throughout Wales are estimated to employ 38,000 

people.24 To offer a more local context, there are an estimated 1.4million25 economically 

active people in the HotSW LEP area, with the social enterprise sector accounting for 2.38% 

this figure. 

 

 

  

                                                      
23 Social Enterprise Works, 2013, Mapping the Social Enterprise Sector in the West of England. 
24 Wales Co-operative Centre, 2015, ‘Social Businesses in Wales: The State of the Sector’. 
 
25 Based on 80.7% of the 1,701,400 population being economically active. Both figures accessed through Nomis 
(ONS) on January 2016.   

How many paid employees does your organisation 

currently employ? Please include all full and part time 

staff in your answer and any directors or board 

members who are paid to work in the organisation

Number of 

employees

Median 2

Mean 30

Max 2800

Min 0

Standard deviation 177

32,700 The estimated number of people employed in 
the social enterprise sector in the Heart of the 
South West LEP area 
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Based on the sample results, social enterprises in the Heart of the South West LEP area are 

typically run by a small group of around five directors or board members, though some 

organisational models allow for democratic control from much larger groups of people. There 

appears to be an even gender split in leadership teams, which is encouraging as many sectors 

exhibit a male bias in senior positions. Only 3% of people of leadership teams came from black 

or minority ethnic groups, though is not significantly different from the ethnic profile of the 

Heart of the South West.  

 

Table 6.2: Selected statistics on the leadership and volunteering in social enterprises, based 

on sample data 

 

 
 

The table also shows that most social enterprises rely on volunteers to some extent. 

Extrapolating the rate of volunteering for the social enterprises who responded to the survey, 

to the estimated size of the sector, indicates that as many as 34,880 volunteers could be active 

across the whole sector in the HotSW LEP area. 

 

 

 

 

 

Leadership Teams Median Mean Max Min StdDev

Including yourself, how many partners, 

directors and board members are there 

at your organisation? 5 9 545 0 38

What proportion of your organisation’s 

directors or leadership / senior 

management team, including trustees 

and non-executive directors are male? 50 48 100 0 29

What proportion of your organisation’s 

directors or leadership / senior 

management team, including trustees 

and non-executive directors are from 

Black or Minority Ethnic groups? 0 3 100 0 11

And excluding trustees and non-

executive directors, approximately how 

many people volunteer at your 

organisation? 6 32 1700 0 131

34,880 The estimated number of volunteers 
engaged in the social enterprise sector in 
the Heart of the South West LEP area 
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6.1 Case Study: Sentinel Healthcare South West 

Sentinel Healthcare provide a good example of the different levels at which a social enterprise 

can engage with people. It is a health and social care organisation owned by the medical 

professionals themselves, who also employ a large number of people and has hundreds more 

members signed up to its nurses’ forum. In addition to this, Sentinel’s core activities are 

people-based and of great social value - training health professionals and treating patients. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Sentinel is a Community Interest Company and its 

shareholders are local General Practitioners and Practice 

Managers.  

 

As a ‘not for profit’ social enterprise company, they have 

worked to expand patient centred services and have 

invested any surpluses in further patient services. Founded 

in 2007, the company now has a turnover of over £1million 

and employs 60 people. 

 

 “The NHS is in a very difficult situation at present in terms 

of demand and finance and we are hoping to change the 

way we both deliver healthcare and think about how we 

consume it.” 

 

Visit the Sentinel website at 
http://www.sentinelhealthcare.co.uk/  

Patient services include: 

 cardiology  

 chronic fatigue  

 back pain 

 ear, nose and 
throat 

 dermatology 

 diabetes 

 vasectomy 

 orthopaedics 
 

 

 

For health professionals, Sentinel 
provides education and training 
and run a monthly forum for 
Practice Nurses and Health Care 
Assistants which has over 250 
members. 
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7 Describing social enterprises 

As with income, the age distribution of social enterprises is heavily skewed with a small 

number of long established organisations and a large number of relatively young 

organisations. The ‘typical’ social enterprise is just five years old (this is the median), which is 

comparable to national figures reported by SEUK which suggest that 49% of social enterprises 

are aged five years or less. In general then, the social enterprise sector remains young though 

most organisations have now successfully navigated past the first 2-3 years, where the risk of 

business failure is at its greatest.  

 

Table 7.1: Statistics describing the age of social enterprises, based on sample data 

 

How many years has your organisation been trading for? Years 

Median 5 

Mean 13 

Max. 200 

Min. 0 

Standard deviation 22 

 

The standard deviation of 22 years indicates that the social enterprises in the sample have a 

wide spread of ages. The histogram below shows this more clearly; there are a small number 

of very old social enterprises, but the vast majority of social enterprises are quite young. This 

skew in the sector mirrors the findings around turnover and employment. 

Figure 7.1: Histogram of age of social enterprises (trading years), based on sample data 
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The social enterprise sector in the Heart of the South West dissects many industries. As with 

the national picture (SEUK, 2015), there is a particularly high concentration of social 

enterprises concerned with education (34%), though this may take a great number of forms 

and there is considerable crossover with many of the other categories (as respondents could 

give more than one answer).  

 

The cultural and leisure sector appears particularly well served by social enterprises in the 

Heart of the South West, accounting for 29% of organisations. As discussed previously, many 

of the higher value social enterprises operate in the social and health care sectors (21% and 

20% respectively) and there is also a substantial grouping of organisations involved with 

employment or business support (18% and 15% respectively). Mention must also be made of 

the housing sector which accounts for only 4% of social enterprises but is likely to include 

some large organisations. 

 

Table 7.2: Social enterprises by sector, based in sample data 

 
 
 

  

What is your organisations main 

activity? n %

Education 124 34%

Culture and leisure 103 29%

Social care & community services 77 21%

Health & Care 73 20%

Employment and skills 64 18%

Business support / consultancy 55 15%

Environmental 42 12%

Creative industries - web, design, print 24 7%

Retail 23 6%

Work space 23 6%

Hospitality 18 5%

Financial support and services 14 4%

Housing 14 4%

Childcare 13 4%

Transport 12 3%

Other 27 8%

Total organisations 308 100%
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The social enterprises surveyed overwhelmingly (95%) have a clear social or environmental 

mission, with some organisations having multiple related objectives. The most frequently 

cited objectives were associated with improving health and wellbeing, improving a particular 

community or supporting vulnerable people. Many social enterprises aimed to support 

individuals in their education (32%) or into employment (32%) and just fewer than one in four 

social enterprises had environmental objectives. Interestingly, 30% of social enterprises 

included ‘supporting other social enterprises’ (or other third sector organisations) as one of 

their objectives; perhaps a sign of a maturing sector and sense of camaraderie.  

 

Table 7.3: The social missions of social enterprises, based on sample data 

 
 

 

Whilst the organisations surveyed had clear social objectives, only around half of social 

enterprises appear to measure their social outputs or outcomes. Measuring social impact can 

be of great use when demonstrating the added value of social enterprises over conventional 

businesses and may be a useful area of development for the sector. Follow up questions 

indicated that most of the organisations who measure their social value do so informally 

rather than by using standardised and recognised methods. 

 

 

Does your organisation have a clear 

social or environmental mission? n %

Improving health and well-being 151 49%

Improving a particular community 140 46%

Supporting vulnerable people 135 44%

Creating employment opportunities 98 32%

Promoting education and literacy 98 32%

Supporting other social enterprises / 

organisations 92 30%

Supporting vulnerable children and 

young people 74 24%

Protecting the environment 72 23%

Addressing financial exclusion 38 12%

Other 32 10%

No - my organisation does not have a 

specific social or environmental mission 15 5%

Providing affordable housing 13 4%

Enabling access to services  8 3%

Promoting the arts 6 2%

Total organisations 308 100%
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Table 7.4: The proportion of social enterprises that measure their social value, based on 

sample data 

 
 

7.1 Case study: Chrissy’s Used Uniforms – Torbay 

Chrissy’s Used Uniforms is a good example of a young social enterprise whose social and 

commercial sides sit in harmony, and indeed strengthen each other. The business is a 

response to a social need for low cost school uniforms and has recognised this as a gap in the 

market. In fulfilling this need the business has also produced environmental gains and has 

become a recycling champion. Chrissy’s Used Uniforms is a financially successful business 

because of its social values and not in spite of them. 

 

 

Does your organisation measure its 

social outputs/outcomes? n %

Yes 151 49%

No 138 45%

Don’t know 20 6%

Grand Total 308 100%

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chrissy’s Used Uniforms provides parents access to 

affordable recycled school uniforms. As a parent of four 

herself, the founder of the business Chrissy Kelly was 

familiar with the struggle many parents face in clothing 

their children for school.  

 

“We are very much a business with 

great social value by encouraging 

recycling, encouraging local 

buying and selling, and donating 

much needed funds to local 

charities” 

Chrissy’s Used Uniforms was named Recycle Devon Recycling Business Champion for 
2016 and hopes to make the most of the publicity it has received. There are plans to 
increase turnover, already above £25,000, by 50% during the next year through greater 
capital investment. 

 

 

Visit the website at www.chrissysuseduniforms-torbay.co.uk 

 

Nineteen schools now use the service to encourage 
parents at their school to recycle outgrown, unwanted 
clothing and unclaimed lost property. 
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8 Trade 

The proportion of turnover made from trade is an important metric when analysing social 

enterprises as it provides an indication of where the organisations lie on the social enterprise 

spectrum between charities and conventional businesses (see Figure 1.1). Over half of social 

enterprises are estimated to make more than 75% of their turnover from trading activities, 

and two-thirds are estimated to make over 50% of their turnover from trade.26 This suggests 

that most social enterprises are largely self-sufficient and operate as commercial entities. 

However, a quarter of social enterprises are estimated to earn 25% or less of their turnover 

from trade. Although long-term reliance on grants can be a concern in some parts of the 

country, many young enterprises will naturally be reliant on start-up grants, loans, or personal 

finances in their first years. In addition to this, established charities which have begun to 

supplement donations with commercial activities and have started to see themselves as social 

enterprises will often have a low trade-to-turnover ratio. Three-quarters of large social 

enterprises (with a turnover above £1million) generate at least 75% of their turnover from 

trade.  

 

Table 8.1: The trade-to-turnover ratios of social enterprises, based on sample data 

 
 

The most frequently cited trading partner is the general public and after this the public sector 

and then private sector businesses, with many social enterprises trading in two or three of 

these sectors. This approximately follows the national pattern (SEUK, 2015). 

 

  

                                                      
26 One of the criteria of the Social Enterprise Mark accreditation is that social enterprises achieve a trade-to-
turnover ratio of at least 50%. 

Approximately what proportion of your 

organisation's turnover is generated 

from trading activities? I.e not from 

grants or donations n %

None 28 9%

More than 0% up to 25% 47 16%

More than 25% up to 50% 30 10%

More than 50% up to 75% 32 11%

More than 75% up to 100% 163 54%

Grand Total 300 100%
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Table 8.2: The trading partners of social enterprises, based on sample data 

 
 

Two-thirds of social enterprises indicated that they made a profit or surplus last year, most 

frequently making a small profit of no more than £50,000. Interpreting these figures can be 

difficult as, depending on their objectives, some social enterprises may not necessarily aim to 

make large profits (or to retain large surpluses), instead using their commercial operations to 

support social objectives. Indeed, the constitution of some social enterprises can explicitly 

prevent large amounts of money being withdrawn from the operations of the business. 

 

Table 8.3: The profits generated by social enterprises, based on sample data 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Trading Partners n %

General public 215 70%

Public sector 195 63%

Private sector 139 45%

Third sector (e.g. charities) 132 43%

Other social enterprises 91 30%

Not applicable 25 8%

Total organisations 308 100%

What was the approximate total amount 

of profit or surplus generated in your 

last financial year? n %

None or negative 128 36%

More than £0 up to £10,000 144 40%

£10,001 to £50,000 46 13%

£50,001 to £100,000 10 3%

£100,001 to £250,000 6 2%

£250,001 to £500,000 0 0%

£500,001 to £1million 3 1%

£1million to £5million 2 1%

£10million to £20million 1 0%

More than £20million 1 0%

Don’t know 17 5%

Grand Total 358 100%
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Almost half of social enterprises have recorded an increase in turnover in the past 12 months, 

with only 16% registering a decrease. When the ‘don’t knows’ are excluded from the analysis, 

51% of social enterprises can be estimated to have experienced an increase in turnover which 

is very similar to the national picture (SEUK, 2015), and is interpreted as a return to 

profitability after the 2008 financial crisis and subsequent recession. Social enterprises 

compare favourably against small businesses in this respect, with only 40% of small 

businesses (nationally) recording an increase in turnover in the last 12 months.27 

 

Table 8.4: Turnover growth of social enterprises, based on sample data 

 
 

When asked to quantify their change in turnover, a pattern of answers emerges which 

suggests that social enterprises have for the most part, experienced zero to moderate growth 

in the past year, though there are an estimated 18% of organisations which have experienced 

higher growth (i.e. above a 25% increase in turnover). The findings also show that just 7% of 

social enterprises have suffered more than a 25% year-on-year decline in their turnover in the 

past year, though organisations which ceased trading during that period are unlikely to have 

taken part in the survey. One possible explanation for these few cases of more severe 

turnover decline could be the contraction of public sector budgets.  

  

                                                      
27 BMG Research (2015) ‘Small Business Survey 2014: SME Employers’ Department for Business Innovation and 
Skills, March 2015 

Compared with the previous 12 months, 

has your turnover in the past 12 months 

increased, decreased or stayed roughly 

the same? n %

Increased 145 48%

Stayed the same 93 31%

Decreased 47 16%

Don’t know 17 6%

Grand Total 302 100%
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Table 8.5: Percentage change in turnover in last 12 months, based on sample data 

 
  

Change in turnover in last 12 months %

More than 100% increase

76% to 100% increase

51% to 75% increase

26% to 50% increase

1% to 25% increase

Stay the same

1% to 25% decrease

26% to 50% decrease

51% to 75% decrease

76% to 100% decrease

34%

8%

3%

4%

3%

1%

1%

5%

10%

33%
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8.1 Case Study: Devon Wheels 2 Work 

Devon Wheels 2 Work is an example of a social enterprise which has achieved impressive 

growth during a period of economic stagnation. The key insight here is that it is the businesses 

ability to offer a low cost solution to those that were struggling to afford transport costs that 

has fuelled its success. The support the organisation receives from the state comes because 

the business offers a cost effective solution to get people to work and is an acknowledgement 

that the true economic value of this social enterprise goes well beyond its balance sheet. 

However, contracting public sector budgets could be problematic for some social enterprises 

which are reliant on state contracts and support. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Devon Wheels 2 Work is a social enterprise that 

provides scooter and motorcycle loans to individuals 

across the whole of Devon, allowing them to access 

work, education and training by providing subsidised 

scooter and motorcycle rental. The company, formed 

in 2006, has a turnover of over half a million pounds, 

and currently employs nine people.  

 

The enterprise receives support from Devon County 

Council but also generate income from its motorcycle 

workshop and the Devon Moto showroom, which 

stocks clothing, accessories, equipment, scooters and 

motorcycles, to help keep the rental costs as low as 

possible for its customers. Any profits made are 

reinvested into the scheme and the local area. 

 
 

 

 

 

“Within 12 months of opening 

the showroom doors it had 90 

bikes out on the road and 

helped 150 people solve their 

transport issues.” 

 
The business is looking to grow 
both their turnover and 
employee numbers over the 
next few years through 
expansion into new markets. 

Visit the Devon Wheels 2 Work 
website at 

www.devonwheels2work.co.uk 
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9 Business confidence 

Confidence appears to be reasonably high for the coming year with an estimated 57% of social 

enterprises in the Heart of the South West LEP area expecting turnover to increase, and with 

just 7% expecting a decrease.  

 

Table 9.1: Turnover expectations of social enterprises for the next year, based on sample data 

 
 

When asked for more detail on the expected level of growth, most social enterprises indicated 

that they were expecting between 0% and 25% increase in turnover, though around a fifth of 

organisations were expecting high growth above this level. Very few social enterprises were 

expecting substantial reductions in turnover, with just 3% of organisations expecting 

decreases of over 25%.   

 

Table 9.2: Expected percentage change in turnover for social enterprises for the next year, 

based on sample data 

 
 

 

 

 

In the next 12 months do you expect 

your turnover to increase, decrease or 

stay roughly the same? n %

Increase 177              57%

Stay the same 90                29%

Decrease 22                7%

Don’t know 19                6%

Grand Total 308 100%

Expected change in turnover in next 12 

months %

More than 100% increase

76% to 100% increase

51% to 75% increase

26% to 50% increase

1% to 25% increase

Stay the same

1% to 25% decrease

26% to 50% decrease

51% to 75% decrease

76% to 100% decrease

3%

0%

1%

2%

6%

38%

34%

8%

5%

3%
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The survey respondents were asked about their business plans for the coming years. The most 

frequently given strategy (80%) was to develop new products and services over the next two 

or three years, which may partially explain the growth expectations. Many social enterprises 

also planned to invest in their staff, either through increasing the skills of their workforce 

(72%) or developing the leadership capabilities of their management team (56%). 

Encouragingly, two-thirds of social enterprises planned to move into new markets and 42% 

expected to invest in premises, machinery or other capital projects.  

 

Table 9.3: The business plans of social enterprises, based on sample data 

 
 

Only 13% of the social enterprises surveyed were currently considering a loan. This is likely to 

partially reflect the secure financial position of most of the organisations, but perhaps too the 

relatively modest growth plans, both of which are in line with expectations given the 

prevailing economic conditions of stability but relatively slow growth.  

 

Table 9.4: The proportion of social enterprises considering taking a loan, based on sample 

data 

 
 

 

Does your business plan to do any of the 

following over the next two to three 

years? n %

Develop and launch new 

products/services 245 80%

Increase the skills of the workforce 223 72%

Increase turnover by exploiting new 

markets 203 66%

Increase the leadership capability of 

managers 173 56%

Capital investment (in premises, 

machinery etc.) 130 42%

Other (please specify) 35 11%

Don’t know 19 6%

Total organisations 308 100%

Are you considering loan finance to 

grow your business / become more 

sustainable? n %

Yes 39 13%

No 238 77%

Don’t know 31 10%

Grand Total 308 100%
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When asked what support their organisations would benefit from, survey respondents 

reported that help in accessing external finance, measuring social value and entering new 

markets would be of most use. In terms of skills, support with marketing and research and 

development also scored highly. For each of these five areas, over a third of social enterprise 

representatives indicated that support would be very beneficial, suggesting they should form 

the basis of support provision.  

 

Table 9.5: Support needs of social enterprises, based on sample data 

 

 
 

There are some differences in the ranking of support needs for large and small social 

enterprises, although assistance in measuring social value ranks highly for both groups. Large 

social enterprises (with a turnover above £1million) feel they would also benefit from 

assistance in entering new markets and developing and introducing new products and 

services whilst their smaller counterparts prioritise help with accessing external finance and 

marketing and communications.  

  

To what extent would you benefit from 

support in each of these areas? A lot A little Not at all n/a

Don’t 

know n

Accessing external finance (e.g. writing 

applications) 46% 28% 20% 4% 1% 308

Measuring social value 41% 34% 17% 5% 3% 308

Entering new markets 38% 30% 17% 13% 3% 308

Marketing & communications 36% 39% 18% 4% 1% 308

Developing and introducing new 

products or services 34% 38% 18% 8% 3% 308

Balancing social purpose and financial 

viability 27% 35% 28% 8% 2% 308

Developing and implementing a 

business plan and strategy 27% 39% 24% 8% 2% 308

Developing your board 23% 33% 29% 11% 3% 308

Taking decisions on regulation and tax 

issues 22% 34% 31% 10% 3% 308

Managing a diverse work force - 

including volunteers, and board 

members 18% 37% 32% 10% 3% 308

Operations / logistics / admin 16% 40% 35% 7% 2% 308

Managing multiple stakeholder groups 14% 31% 35% 17% 3% 308

People management 13% 43% 30% 10% 4% 308
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Top five support needs for social enterprises with a turnover no greater than £1million 

(ranked) 

1. Accessing external finance 

2. Measuring social value 

3. Marketing and communications 

4. Entering new markets 

5. Developing and introducing new products and services 

 

Top five support needs for social enterprises with a turnover greater than £1million (ranked) 

1. Entering new markets 

2. Measuring social value 

3. Developing and introducing new products and services 

4. Marketing and communications 

5. Developing the board 
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9.1 Case Study: Quest Psychology 

Quest Psychology is an example of a small but innovative social enterprise which is now 

planning for expansion. The business has been trading for two years and experienced an 

increase in turnover last year. Quest would now like support in accessing external sources of 

finance and, despite having developed their own questionnaire, they would like professional 

guidance on how to measure their social value.  

 

 
 

 
Creating partnerships and working harmoniously with public sector service 
deliverers is key to their success. Their services, which are derived from ‘positive 
and solution-focused’ clinical perspectives, are free at the point of delivery, and 
ensuring open access is fundamental to the company and embedded in their 
Ethical Charter.  
 

Quest is currently a small business 
with one paid member of staff and 
an annual turnover of under 
£50,000.  
 
However, they are developing new 
services and expect to take on their 
second member of staff in the next 
12 months. 
 

“Our Ethical Charter covers equality of access, quality assurance, integrity of 

communication, and respect and trust.” 

 

 

Visit the Quest website at 
www.questpsychology.co.uk 

Quest Psychology is an educational 
psychology service. They specialise in a 
group of psychological approaches that 
emphasise resilience building in children, 
schools, families and communities.  
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10 Conclusion 

This research represents the first attempt to quantify and describe the social enterprise sector 

across the Heart of the South West LEP area. Whilst all figures in the report must be taken as 

estimates (there is as yet no standard method for defining social enterprises), the headline 

findings indicate that the sector is of substantial economic significance. There are over 1,000 

social enterprises in the region with a combined turnover estimated at around £1.5billion, 

with a GVA of around half a billion. Furthermore, the sector employs over 30,000 people with 

at least as many volunteers also active. 

 

The activities of social enterprises are very diverse and the social enterprise sector cuts across 

many of the standard sector classifications. However, social enterprises are particularly well 

represented in people-orientated work such as education, culture and leisure, health and 

social care, and employment and skills. Social enterprises most commonly trade with the 

public, though many also work with the public sector to supplement and add value to public 

services.  

 

The sector is young and it is growing. The typical age of a social enterprise in the HotSW area 

is five years old and social enterprises are three times as likely to have seen an increase in 

their turnover than a decrease over the last 12 months.  Social enterprises are also confident 

about the future, with most expecting turnover to increase in the next 12 months and making 

ambitions plans. Four out of five social enterprises have plans to launch new products or 

services whilst two-thirds plan to enter new markets in the next two to three years.  

 

But to think of social enterprises only as economic entities is to underestimate their true 

value. Social enterprises have social missions. They aim to improve health and wellbeing, help 

vulnerable people, create employment opportunities and promote education. As the case 

studies in this report have highlighted, a social enterprise can be a group of GPs providing 

not-for-profit healthcare services, or a mother of four connecting parents to recycled school 

uniforms. 

 

In terms of support provision, representatives from social enterprises feel that they would 

benefit from assistance with business skills such as marketing and communications, 

developing new products and services, and acquiring finance. One point of note here is that 

the sector is very skewed from an employment and turnover perspective. Most of the 

economic value of the sector is expected to rest with a relatively small number of large 

organisations. However, these organisations may be quite atypical for the sector and don’t 

necessarily represent the range of industries social enterprises are involved in or the 

dynamism of the sector (in terms of the age and growth trajectories).  
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Many social enterprise representatives would also like to learn more about how to measure 

their social value, as only around a half currently do so, and often using informal means which 

may not be widely recognised. From a central government policy perspective, it is the social 

value of social enterprises which marks them out, either as a potential route to a more 

compassionate form of capitalism or through their ability to add value to public services. 

Demonstrating the social as well as the economic value of the sector is therefore important.     

 

In summary, the research confirms the understanding of the Social Enterprise Special Interest 

Group that the Heart of the South West has a vibrant social enterprise sector. The sector 

makes a sizable economic contribution to the region, and the estimates made in this work can 

serve as a baseline for future research. The research describes a diverse, young and growing 

sector which delivers social outcomes in an economically sustainable way. 

 

10.1 Points for further consideration 

Include social enterprise question(s) on LEP-wide business surveys 

 

This research has been focused on the active social enterprise community. That is, those 

organisations who feature on the contact lists of Social Enterprise Networks, Councils and 

other local umbrella organisations. This ‘social enterprise community’ represents the core of 

the sector; the organisations that would be recognised by those knowledgeable of the sector 

(and who generally recognise themselves) as social enterprises. However, the term social 

enterprise is not tightly defined. There are likely to be businesses in the region that lie outside 

of this community, and may not recognise the ‘social enterprise’ term, but that do have some 

social objectives. Including a question(s) to identify such businesses on LEP-wide business 

surveys may offer a different perspective. 

 

Maximise benefits from volunteering  

 

Volunteering is perhaps the secret success story of social enterprises. With over thirty 

thousand active volunteers the sector leverages considerable amounts of time and expertise. 

That social enterprises are able to inspire such dedication would seem a compelling testament 

to the value they bring to the communities in which they operate. Volunteering can also bring 

a range of benefits to the volunteers themselves, from self-confidence and meeting new 

people to a sense of accomplishment. Social enterprises may also offer greater opportunities 

for developing employment skills than conventional charitable volunteering. Understanding 

these reciprocal relationships, and helping volunteers to find social enterprises which best 

suit their interests, and social enterprises to find volunteers with appropriate skillsets, may 

lead to further benefits.    
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Offer support tailored to the size of the organisation 

 

Social enterprises can come in a variety of shapes and sizes, with the sector cutting across 

many traditional sector classifications. As such, there is any number of ways in which support 

may be tailored to particular segments of the social enterprise sector. However, the size of 

the organisation is likely to be a critical factor in supporting social enterprises in the most 

effective way. Smaller social enterprises are most in need with assistance in accessing finance 

and with marketing and communications. The nature of this support may be essentially 

practical, from advice on how to apply for funding to support in developing a marketing plan 

or maintaining a customer database. Conversely, larger social enterprises most require 

support in entering new markets and developing and introducing new products, and this 

support may in some cases be more strategic in nature.  

 

Assist social enterprises to measure their social value 

 

Common to both large and small social enterprises is recognition that more support is needed 

in measuring social value. Only around a half of social enterprises do so, and this is generally 

through informal methods rather than more widely recognised standardised techniques. If 

reports such as this tend to focus on the economic contribution of social enterprises it is 

perhaps because their social value is so difficult to measure and quantify. Assisting social 

enterprises in this way would be of use to individual organisations and also help to make the 

strongest case for the sector as a whole. 

 

Compile a database of social enterprises  

 

One of the most valuable tools to enable the LEP to assist the sector would undoubtedly be a 

contact list of social enterprises in the region. Compiling and maintaining a database would 

not only allow for more accurate segmentation and tracking of the sector than a standalone 

piece of research can achieve, but would crucially allow for direct contact with social 

enterprises. There are several concerns, including data privacy, which may prevent partner 

organisations from contributing their lists to a central database. Part of the legacy of this 

research will be the modest beginnings of such a list, but it will be necessary to work with 

partners to ensure that social enterprises joining local networks are given the option to sign 

up to an LEP-wide database. The LEP may also wish to give special attention to identifying the 

relatively small number of large organisations within the sector. This would not only help to 

firm up the valuation of the sector but could also allow these relationships to be managed, if 

deemed strategically important. This database can also be used as a public directory for 

customers wishing to procure products and services from socially responsible organisations.  
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Promote the sector 

 

Although social enterprise is by no means a new idea, the concept may not necessarily be well 

understood outside of the sector. That social enterprises can be dynamic commercial entities 

which may outperform other SMEs can come as a surprise to some boardrooms, where social 

ends and commercial practices are seen as mutually repellent forces. Conversely, under an 

appropriate model, social enterprises can buttress and add value to public sector services 

whilst conforming to the highest ethical standards.  This report helps to dispel the outmoded 

binary view of charity and commerce and demonstrates that over a thousand businesses have 

successfully blended the two.  
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11 Technical Annex 

 

11.1 Issues with establishing clear criteria through which to 

identify social enterprises 

There are two obstacles to any such attempt to identify social enterprises based on a set of 

criteria: 

 

Firstly, there is no single agreed definition for social enterprises. As Figure 1.1 illustrates, 

social enterprises are best seen as occupying a continuum. This study wanted to reflect that 

and to be inclusive as the Special Interest Group for Social Enterprise would like to engage 

with the sector in its widest form. Consequently, the use of a strict narrow definition which 

would only identify the middle ground of social enterprises was not appropriate. 

 

Secondly, although awareness of the term ‘social enterprise’ has increased in recent years, 

familiarity and understanding of the term can vary. Therefore a survey cannot purely rely on 

organisations to self-categorise, previous studies have shown that there are organisations 

which would fall into the social enterprise category but tend to refer to themselves by their 

legal status instead.  

 

11.2 Benchmarking the estimate of the number of social 

enterprise in the HotSW area 

 

The often cited national figure of ~70,000 social enterprises28 is estimated using a somewhat 

different methodology to that used in this research.  The key difference is that this national 

figure is calculated on the basis of questions from a business survey. A criticism of this 

approach is that it allows for businesses which may never have previously considered 

themselves as social enterprises, or be recognised as such by their peers, to identify 

themselves as social enterprises (see for example, Teasdale, Lyon & Baldock, 2013, Playing 

with Numbers: A Methodological Critique of Social Enterprise Growth, Journal of Social 

Entrepreneurship). Although arguments can also be made in favour of this method, the 

consequence is most of these supposed 70,000 social enterprises cannot be identified and 

verified. The most complete list of named social enterprises is probably the sampling frame 

compiled by SEUK for their recent study which contains 15,198 organisations, which, if true, 

would suggest that 78% of the sector (55,000 organisations) is unknown. 

                                                      
28 For example, Social Enterprise UK, 2013, Social Enterprise: Good for Business 
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For the sake of comparability, applying a similar approach to the method which produces an 

estimate of 70,000 social enterprises nationally to the HotSW LEP area provides an estimate 

of 4,140 social enterprises (i.e. 6% of SMEs) which does not appear credible, suggesting that 

75% of the sector is unknown to the networks and organisations who work with social 

enterprises in the South West.  

 

The reliance on business surveys for national survey can also create some additional 

differences between the national and regional picture. For example, much of the SEUK 

sampling frame is composed of social enterprises recruited through business surveys. 

Consequently the national profile of social enterprises can seem more reflective of the right 

hand side of the social enterprise spectrum (e.g. Companies Limited by Guarantee (CLGs)) 

than the left (e.g. CIC). So whilst this survey suggests CICs account for 43% of the sector locally, 

the national estimate is just 20%. Whilst it is inevitable that this survey also has sources of 

bias, if CICs represented just 20% it would suggest that there were ~2,500 social enterprises 

in the HotSW LEP area, which again seems quite ambitious and would leave over half of the 

sector accounted for.  

 

A visualisation of how different benchmarks would suggest different sizes for the HotSW 

sector is given below. 

 

Figure 11.1: Onion diagram of sector size benchmarks 

 

690 - assuming social enterprises 
are 1% of all businesses 

308 - sample size 

2500 - assuming CICs represent 
20% of sector (SEUK) 

4140 - assuming social 
enterprises are 6% of all 
businesses (ASBS) 

1,017 – the sampling frame 

1,163 – assuming CICs 
represent 43% of sector 
(survey finding) 
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In light of these benchmarks it is clear that the estimate used in this study of 1,090 is a 

relatively cautions and justifiable initial estimate, thought to represent those organisations 

which are active within the social economy community and would be widely recognised by 

informed groups (e.g. Social Enterprise Networks, local councils) as social enterprises.  

 

11.3 Assumptions of the study 

As with all research based on sample data, the key assumption is that the sampling frame and 

the sample are reflective of the population of interest. This study focuses on the active social 

enterprise community within the HotSW LEP area. Other methodological approaches, 

particularly those based on business surveys (or that include the contribution of large national 

chains as part of the regional economy) can be used and would offer a different perspective 

as discussed in 11.2.    

 

Given this, efforts have been made to strike a sensible balance between ensuring the sample 

is as random as possible and maximising sample size. For example, the research did not 

directly sample from the Companies House register of Community Interest Companies (CICs). 

This would have been the most straightforward approach to achieving a large sample size of 

local social enterprises, but would have provided a biased sample. Most social enterprises are 

not currently CICs and those that are may have very different characteristics to those that 

aren’t.  

 

Conversely, online surveys (used in this study) are cost effective but associated with specific 

forms of non-response bias. However, this has been circumvented to some extent by 

following up known non-responders with a telephone interview.  

 

Particular caution is needed when reflecting on the value of and employment in the sector. A 

small number of organisations contribute a large proportion of the economic value of the 

sector. The valuation of the sector is reliant on the number of large organisations which are 

included in the sample and their reported turnover/employment levels. As there are so few 

organisations within the top turnover/employment brackets, but their influence on the 

valuation of the sector is so strong, there could be a high degree of sampling error. Note 

however that the study is intended to provide initial defensible baseline sector estimates and 

so methodological judgements have been made conservatively rather than speculatively.   
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12 Annex 

 

Social Economy Survey 2015 

  

 

 Thank you for taking the time to complete the Social Economy Survey 2015.  
 

 The questionnaire should take no more than 10 to 15 minutes to complete. 

 

 The data from the survey will be used to promote and support the work of the sector. No individual business 
will be identifiable from the reported results. 
 

 If you complete the survey and provide your email address, you will be registered to receive updates from the 
Social Enterprise Special Interest group, and the results of the survey will be shared with you. 
 

 This survey has been commissioned by the Social Enterprise Special Interest Group on behalf of the Heart of 
the South West Local Enterprise Partnership, a partnership between the private sector, local authorities, 
universities and further education across Somerset, Devon, Plymouth and Torbay. 
 

 Thanks again for your help. Please click 'next' to begin the survey. 

 

 

 

 

 About your business 
 

 What is the name of your organisation?  
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 What is your full postcode? 
 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 What is your annual turnover? (Please include income from all sources e.g. sales, grants, donations, etc) 

   £0 - £10,000   £500,001 - £1million 

   £10,001 - £50,000   More than £1million up to £5million 

   £50,001 - £100,000   More than £5million up to £10million 

   £100,001 - £250,000   More than £10million up to £20million 

   £250,001 - £500,000   More than £20million  

 

 Please enter an approximate amount:  
 _________________________________________ 

 

 Approximately what proportion of your organisation's turnover is generated from trading activities?   i.e 
not from grants or donations 

   None   More than 50% up to 75% 

   More than 0% up to 25%   More than 75% up to 100% 

   More than 25% up to 50%   Don’t know 

 

 What was the approximate total amount of profit or surplus generated in your last financial year? 

   None or negative   £500,001 to £1million 

   More than £0 up to £10,000   £1million to £5million 

   £10,001 to £50,000   £5million to £10million 

   £50,001 to £100,000   £10million to £20million 

   £100,001 to £250,000   More than £20million  
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   £250,001 to £500,000   Don’t know  

 How many paid employees does your organisation currently employ? Please include all full and 
part time staff in your answer and any directors or board members who are paid to work in the 
organisation 

 ___________________ 

  

 

 Your geographical reach 
 

 Which of the following Local Authority Areas do you operate and trade in? (Select all that apply)  
   Somerset 
   Devon 
   Plymouth 
   Torbay 
 

 Which of the following Somerset districts do you operate and trade in? (Select all that apply)  
   Mendip 
   Sedgemoor 
   South Somerset 
   Taunton Deane 
   West Somerset 
 

 Which of the following Devon districts do you operate and trade in? (Select all that apply)  
   East Devon 
   Exeter 
   Mid Devon 
   North Devon 
   South Hams 
   Teignbridge 
   Torridge 
   West Devon 
 

 Does your organisation operate and trade:  

   Locally - within a specific neighbourhood or postcode area/s 

   Within a Local Authority Area 

   Regionally - across the South West   

   Nationally, within England 

   Nationally, across the UK 

   Internationally (within and beyond the UK) 

  

 

 Your mission and aims 
 

 What is your organisation’s main activity? (Select all that apply)  
 

   Business support / consultancy   Health & Care 

   Childcare   Hospitality 

   Creative industries - web, design, print   Housing 

   Culture and leisure   Retail 

   Education   Social care 

   Employment and skills   Transport 

   Environmental - recycling, re-use, 
awareness etc. 

  Work space 

   Financial support and services   Other (please specify); 
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 Please specify if other: 
  

 Does your organisation have a clear social or environmental mission? (Select all that apply) 
 

   No - my organisation does not have a 
specific social or environmental mission 

  Addressing financial exclusion 

   Improving a particular community   Supporting vulnerable children and young 
people 

   Creating employment opportunities   Providing affordable housing 
   Improving health and well-being   Supporting other social enterprises / 

organisations 
   Promoting education and literacy   Other (please specify) 
   Supporting vulnerable people   Don’t know 
   Protecting the environment   

 

 Please specify if other: 
 ______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

 

 Does your organisation measure its social outputs/outcomes? 
 

   Yes 
   No 
   Don’t know 
 

 What social outputs/outcomes do you measure? 
 ______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 How do you measure social outputs/outcomes? 
 

   Social Audit  
   Outcome Star  
   Social Return on Investment (SROI)  
   Independent evaluators / consultants  
   Other (please specify) 
 

 Please specify if other: 
 ______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

 

 What is the legal status of your organisation? 
  

   Company Limited by Guarantee (CLG)    Credit Unions 
   Company Limited by Shares (CLS)    Sole proprietorship 
   Community Interest Company (CIC)  - Limited by 

Guarantee 

  Partnership 

   Community Interest Company (CIC)  - Limited by 
Shares 

  PLC 

   Charity / Charity Incorporated Organisation (CIO)   Don’t know 
   Community Benefit Societies   Other (please specify) 
   Co-operative Societies   
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Please specify if other: 
 Who are your main trading partners? (i.e. who buys your goods and services) (Select all that apply) 

 

   Public sector  

   Private sector 
   Third sector organisations (e.g. charities, voluntary groups) 

   Other social enterprises 

   General public 

   Don’t know  

   Other (please specify) 
   Not applicable (i.e. your organisation does not sell goods or services) 
 

 Please specify if other: 
 _______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

 

 Financial information and growth 
 

 How many years has your organisation been trading for? 
 ___________________ 

 

 Compared with the previous 12 months, has your turnover in the past 12 months increased, 
decreased or stayed roughly the same? (Please include income from all sources e.g. sales, grants, 
donations, etc.) 
 

   Increased 
   Decreased 
   Stayed the same 
   Don’t know 
 

 By approximately what percentage did your turnover increase in the past 12 months, compared with the 
previous 12 months? 
 

   1% to 25% 

   26% to 50% 
   51% to 75% 
   76% to 100% 

   More than 100% 
 

 By approximately what percentage did your turnover decrease in the past 12 months, compared with 
the previous 12 months? 
 

   1% to 25% 
   26% to 50% 

   51% to 75% 
   76% to 100% 
   More than 100% 

 

 In the next 12 months do you expect your turnover to increase, decrease or stay roughly the same? 
  

   Increase  

   Decrease 

   Stay the same 
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   Don’t know 

 

 

 By approximately what percentage do expect your turnover to increase in the next 12 months? 
 

   1% to 25% 

   26% to 50% 

   51% to 75% 

   76% to 100% 

   More than 100% 

 

 By approximately what percentage do expect your turnover to decrease in the next 12 months? 
 

   1% to 25% 

   26% to 50% 

   51% to 75% 

   76% to 100% 

   More than 100% 

 

 Over the next 12 months do you think the number of people employed at your organisation will….? 

  

   Increase 

   Decrease 

   Stay the same 

   Not sure / don’t know 

 

 Does your business plan to do any of the following over the next two to three years?  
(Select all that apply) 
 

   Increase turnover by exploiting new markets 

   Increase the skills of the workforce 

   Increase the leadership capability of managers 

   Capital investment (in premises, machinery etc.) 

   Develop and launch new products/services 

   Other (please specify) 

   Don’t know 

 

 Please specify if other: 
 ______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________ 

  

 

 People 
 

 Including yourself, how many partners, directors and board members are there at your organisation?  

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 What proportion of your organisation’s directors or leadership / senior management team, including 
trustees and non-executive directors are male? (Please enter a percentage) 
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 ______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 What proportion of your organisation’s directors or leadership / senior management team, including 
trustees and non-executive directors are from Black or Minority Ethnic groups? (Please enter a 
percentage) 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 And excluding trustees and non-executive directors, approximately how many people volunteer at 
your organisation?  

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 To what extent would you benefit from support in each of these areas? 
  Not at all   A little   A lot   Don’t know   Not 

applicable 

 

 People management                

 Developing and implementing a 
business plan and strategy 

               

 Entering new markets                

 Developing and introducing new 
products or services 

               

 Measuring social value                

 Accessing external finance (e.g. 
writing applications) 

               

 Operations / logistics / admin                

 Marketing & communications                

 Taking decisions on regulation 
and tax issues 

               

 Balancing social purpose and 
financial viability 

               

 Managing multiple stakeholder 
groups  

               

 Developing your board                

 Managing a diverse work force - 
including volunteers, and board 
members 

               

  

 

 Are you considering loan finance to grow your business or become more sustainable? 

   Yes 

   No 

   Don’t know 

 

 If an unsecured loan could be made available to your organisation (at a favourable rate of 
interest), how much would you seek to borrow, and how would it impact your financial or social 
outcomes? Please note: this is a hypothetical question only, no lending decisions will be made 
as a result of this survey 

  

 Value of loan (£) 
 _________________________________ 

 

 Purpose of loan 
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 _____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________ 

 

 Impact on financial or social outcomes: 
 _________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

 

 A social enterprise can be broadly defined as... 

 'a trading organisation with primarily social objectives’ 

 

 Does the statement above accurately describe your organisation? - Please tick the answer which best 
applies. 

   Yes  

   No, but I still consider my organisation as a Social Enterprise (Please comment below) 

   Not yet, but we are working towards it. 

   No, but I consider my organisation part of the social economy 

   No 

 

 Please comment on your answer above 
 ______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 Are you happy for the basic contact details of your organisation to be included in a publically accessible 
directory which will be used to promote the social enterprise sector? 
 

   Yes 

   No 
 

 Would you like to be contacted in the future by the Heart of the South West Local Enterprise 
Partnership on news and opportunities for social enterprises? 
 

   Yes 
   No 
 

 Please enter your email address 
 __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 We would like to re-visit this survey in the future to understand trends in social enterprise sector and 
the social economy. Would you be happy for us to contact you again? 
 

   Yes 
   No 
 

 To help us to circulate the survey as widely as possible, please provide the names of any other South 
West social economy organisations you are aware of 

 _________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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 Thank you for your support. 

 This survey has been commissioned by the Social Enterprise Special Interest Group on 
behalf of the Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership - a partnership 

between the private sector, local authorities, universities and further education across 
Somerset, Devon, Plymouth and Torbay. 

 

 

 


